KOLHAN UNIVERSITY, CHAIBASA

The under mentioned examinee/candidate's are Provisionally declared to have passed the 3rd Year Basic B.Sc. Nursing Annual Examination 2020 (Academic Session, 2016-20) held in the month

45A-College of Nursing, Tata Main Hospital, Jamshedpur

Pass

1745090952443 184509852449 184509852451 184509852452 184509852453 184509852454 184509852455 184509852456 184509852464 184509852465 184509852466 184509852467 184509852468 184509852469 184509852470 184509852471 184509852472 184509852473 184509852474 184509852475 184509852476 184509852477

Memo No.NC/KU/CE/72-74/21  09/01/2021

Date:........................

Copy to:
1. The Principal of the College/Institute concerned.
2. Office of the VC/PVC/Registrar for information to VC/PVC/R
3. The Editor - (a). Prabhat Khabar, New Jain Market, Chaibasa
   (b). Dainik jagran, Chaibasa,
   (d). The Hindustan Times
   (f). The Telegraph
   (h). Uditvani, Chaibasa
   (j). Farooqui Tanzeeb
   (c). New Ispat Mail, Chaibasa
   (e). Dainik Bhaskar
   (g). Chamakta Aina, Chaibasa
   (i). Jharkhand News Line, Chaibasa,
   (k). Inext, Jamshedpur

for favour of publication in their respective daily, free of cost, if desired.

By order of the Vice-Chancellor
Sd/- Dr. P.K. Pani
Controller of Examinations
Kolhan University, Chaibasa

Controller of Examinations
Kolhan University, Chaibasa

09/01/2021